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$1. INTRODUCTION 
IN [9] AND [12] a recursive procedure was given to produce harmonic maps from the 
Riemann sphere into the unitary group. This procedure (called “adding a uniton” by 
Uhlenbeck) consisted in the multiplication by maps, associated with holomorphic vector 
bundles over S’, the “unitons” (cf. $14). 
Here, we show how adding a uniton makes the energy decrease by 87t he first Chern class 
of the added uniton (cf. $5). 
Using as the main tool a Birkhoff-Grothendieck decomposition for holomorphic vector 
bundles over S2 (already used in [8]), we get as easy corollaries, in $6: 
(i) a slightly different version of a factorization theorem, due to Uhlenbeck, of harmonic 
maps S2+U(N) into finite products of unitons; and 
(ii) the integrality, modulo 871, of the energy of such maps. 
The above results are proved valid in the case of maps with values in SU(N) (for N 2 3) 
and in the complex Grassmannian as well. 
Note. We have preferred to be quite sketchy in the exposition of the non-original parts in 
order not to make this paper too long, with respect o the few new ideas actually involved. In 
particular, we have avoided the use of loop group machinery; it actually provides the 
motivation to everything, but it is not necessary for a self-contained exposition. 
The reader may find details in [9] and [4] (cf. also [l], [12]). 
Further developments. We wish to draw the attention of the reader to more recent work in 
this area by Wolfson [ 143, on harmonic maps from Riemann surfaces into Grassmannians; 
and by Burstall and Rawnsley [4], generalizing our methods and results to a certain class of 
Lie groups. 
$2. HARMONIC MAPS 
Let S2 = CP’ be the 2-sphere, equipped with the standard Riemannian metric. 
Let G= U(N) be the unitary group in N dimensions (N >2), with its bi-invariant 
Riemannian metric, induced, via left translation, by the inner product (A, B) = Tr AI?* on its 
Lie algebra g = u(N) of skew-hermitian N x N matrices. 
We will study the energyfunctional 
E(f)= l/2 If-‘dfl’ s s (1) 
on the space of smooch maps j S2+ U(N). 
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The critical maps for the energy functional are called harmonic. 
For any given mapf, we define A = l/2 f -’ dfas half the pull-back of the Maurer-Cartan 
form of U(N); then we have 
E(f)=2 (AYAk 
s .s 
where the inner product is taken on g @ T*(S’) andfis harmonic if and only if the following 
version of the Euler-Lagrange equations for E is valid: 
d*A=O. 
From now on, we will look at S2 as S2 = Cu { oo}, using standard flat complex coordinates 
on C, for all the computations. This will work well because of the conformal invariance of the 
energy integral (1). 
With these conventions, if5 S2+ U(N) and A = 1/2f-’ df= A, dz + A,dZ, with -A?= Af, 
then we have 
E(f)=2 
s 
(A, A)= -8 Tr(A,, A,). (2) 
.s s C 
The Euler-Lagrange equations forf, together with thef-pull-back of the Maurer-Cartan 
equation on U(N), are equivalent to the equation 
JA, + [A, A,] =0 (3) 
or to its complex conjugate 
aA,+ [A,, A,] = 0, 
where i: = ?/ii:, i;= S/5 denote derivation operators on C. 
(4) 
$3. THE GRASSMANNIAN 
Let us consider, on U(N), the involution s+s- ‘. Its fixed set 
consisting of unitary hermitian matrices, will be identified with the Grassmannian Kahler 
manifold of complex linear subspaces of CN via: 
s2 = 1 if and only if s=(p-p’), 
where p is the hermitian projection onto a complex subspace p E CN and p’ = 1 -p is the - 
hermitian projection onto (p)‘. 
The connected components of CR(N) are indexed by k =rank p, each component 
corresponding to the usual Grassmannian Gk(CN) of k-dimensional planes in CN. 
The involution s+ -s on CR(N) induces canonical isomorphisms GL(CN) = GN_,(CN) via 
VP’. 
There is a canonical 1 - 1 correspondence between maps JY S2+GR (N) and vector 
subbundles p c S2 x C” via 
fi S2+GR (N) if and only if f=(p-p’), 
where p is the hermitian projection onto prS2 x CN; and we have _ 
f(S’) c Grankp(CN). 
We call p the bundle associated with the map _f _ 
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With our conventions, it follows that p is then the bundle associated with -f: 
Given f=p-p‘: S’-+GR (IV), then f-is holomorphic iff pi?p=O. This condition is 
equivalent to the holomorphicity of the associated bundle p, and to the antiholomorphicity of _ 
-f, and of p’. 
Given amapt S’-+GR (IV), we define the topological degree d(f) offto be the algebraic 
degree of the induced map in cohomology: 
j”*: H2(Gk(CN), Z) g Z+zP(P, Z) 2 z 
(iff takes values in G,JCN)). 
Equivalently, if r71 is the Klhler form on Gk(CN), normalized so as to be the positive 
generator of H2(Gk(CN),Z), then we have 
d(f) = f-*(3. s S’ 
The following result is well known (see, for example, [3]). 
PROPOSITION 1. LetJ S’+GR(N). Then we haoe 
d(f)= -c,(p), 
where c, (p) is the first Chern class of the bundle p c S2 x CN, associated with f: Q.E.D. - - 
$4. UNITONS 
Recursive procedures to generate new harmonic maps, from Riemann surfaces into LI(N) 
(or GR (N)), from given ones, have appeared recently in the literature (cf. [3]-[53, [S], [9], 
[ 121, [ 143). Here, we examine what Uhlenbeck called “addition of a uniton”. 
Let J S2+U(N) be a given harmonic map. A = l/2 f- ’ df= A, dz+ ,4,-d! (in local 
conformal coordinates). Let us consider a new map of the form f=f(p-p’), with p-p’: 
S’+GR (N). Then we have the following (cf. [S]). 
PROPOSITION 2. (Uhlenbeck). If the equations 
plA,p=O (54 
py?p + A,p) = 0 (5b) 
are sati.$ed, then y=f(p-p’) is harmonic as well. Q.E.D. 
The proof of this proposition can be easily obtained by direct computation, but its real 
meaning lies hidden in the “loop group” construction in [9]. 
Equations (5) have a simple geometrical interpretation. Indeed, (5b) means that the 
bundle p c S2 x C’, associated with the map p-p’, is holomorphic with respect to the ;! + AZ 
derivative: if this happens, we say then that p is ?‘+A-holomorphic. 
Contracting A, dz, which is an invariantlydefined 1 -form on S’, with any smooth vector 
field, we get a smooth section of S2 x gee S2 x End (I?). Equation (Sa) means that the bundle 
p is invariant under the action of any section obtained in this way (we say that p is AZ-stable). _ 
Following [9], we call the above procedure: addition qf the uniton p to the mapf: In 
particular, if f is a constant map, adding a uniton consists in the multiplication by a 
holomorphic map into a Grassmannian (and any such holomorphic map is harmonic, 
cf. [6]). 
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Unitons are the basic (holomorphic) objects, because the “adding a uniton” procedure 
generates indeed every harmonic map S? -U(N) (cf. [9] or Corollaries 6 and 6’ in the 
following). 
Remarks. 
(i) Subtracting and adding unitons are essentially the same procedures: iff=f(p-pi) is 
obtained adding the uniton p to f (so that f can be regarded as obtained from f by 
subtraction of p), then it is possible to add the uniton p’ to?producing -J 
(ii) Bfis a map intoa Grassmannian GR (N) (i.e. with our notations,$ S’-+ U(N) andf2 = 1) 
andJ=,f(p -p’) is obtained adding the uniton p tof, thenfhas also image contained in the 
- Grassmannian if and only if [J p] =O. 
55. THE ENERGY 
Let,f S’-r U(N) be a harmonic map; letJ=f(p-p’) be obtained fromfby addition of the 
uniton p; let AE,= E(f)-E(f) be the energy increment in the procedure; and let cl(p) be the 
first Chern class of the associated bundle p c_ S2 x CN. 
_ 
- 
THEOREM 3. AE, = - 87rc,(p). _ 
Note. An analogue of this formula holds for maps into general real compact Lie groups 
(cf. C41). 
Proqf: Because of the conformal invariance of the energy integral, we can work out the 
computations on a conformal coordinate patch SC, as usual. 
If 
then we have 
A,= A:-ap 
A,= A,+ ap. 
so, 
1/8E(.f;)= - 
s 
Tr(Ar.A=)+ 
s 
Tr@p.dp)+ Tr(ap.A,)- 
s 
Tr(3p.A:) 
C C C 
1/8AE,= 
s s 
l?p(‘+ Tr(dp. A,)- Tr@p. A:). 
C C s C 
Integrating by parts, and using equations (3) and (4), we get 
I:8AE~=~clap,‘+2~cTr(p.IA;. A?]). 
Now, because of p’ =p, we have 
lc’pl2 = 1~1’7~12 + IP iip12 = 1~1 apI2 + lap. p112 = 1~1 apl2 + [tap. $)*I2 
= IpL Spl’ + Ipl ?p12. 
(6) 
(7) 
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Using unitons equations (.5), we get 
Ip’ apI = IpL&p12 = - Tr (pLA#pAZpL) = - Tr (p’A,-pA,) 
= - Tr (A,pA,) + Tr (p&A,) = - Tr (&AZ) + Tr @&AZ) 
= - Tr (A,ppA,) + Tr (pA,A,p) 
lPLaP12 = IPhI - 14P12. 
But we have 
Tr (pCA,, A,]) = Tr (p&4,) - Tr (p&4,) = Tr (pA&p) - Tr (pA,A,p) 
= - lpA,/2 + IA,p(z = - Ip18pp12. 
So, substituting (8) and (9) in (7), we get 
l/8& = 
s 
(1~’ Jpl2 - IP’ ?p12,, 
C 
which is our main formula. 
We now want to use the following theorem (cf. [6]): 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
THEOREM 4. (Lichnerowicz). Let h: M+N be a smooth map between compact Kiihler 
mant~olds. Then the quantity 
I 
/ I13hJj2- I18’hj12)= 
s 
h*(w) (11) 
M 
(where o is the Kiihler form on N and d’h, d”h denote the holomorphic and antiholomorphic 
difirentials of h) is an homotopy invariant of h. Q.E.D. 
The condition for a map (p-p’): S2+GR (N) to be holomorphic (or antiholomorphic) is, 
with our notations, p’ap=O (or p’ap=O); and we have 
So, the holomorphic and antiholomorphic differentials for maps (p-p’): S2+GR (N) are 
fip’dpdz, fip’Jpd5, on the chosen chart. 
Using now Proposition 1 and (1 l), we conclude that 
AE, = - C(k) cl (p), 
where C(k) is a constant, depending only on k =rank p, originated by some previous 
constants, together with the non-integrality of the Kahler form on GL(CN), corresponding to 
our chosen metric. 
It is easy to establish C(k) = 8n for each k, writing down explicit holomorphic sub-bundles 
p c S2 x CN, and computing both sides of (10). (For example, set f= 1, N = 2 and let - 
~={(z,~)(~=a(z~1),a~C}u{(30,v)Iu=(a.O),aEC}CS2xC2 
be the tautological ine bundle of first Chern class = - 1. Then we have 
s 
c(Ip9p/2-Jp%7pl2)= l/(1+2232=71. 
s C 
Choose now direct sums of copies of p with products S2 x Cm.) Q.E.D. - 
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$6. FACTORIZATION THEOREMS FOR HARMONIC MAPS 
Our proof of Uhlenbeck’s factorization theorem strongly relies on the following, well 
known, theorem (cf. [2], [7]). 
PROPOSITION 5. Every holomorphic vector bundle E over S2 decomposes as a direct sum sf 
holomorphic line bundles: 
E= 6 Lk’ 
i=l 
where 
c,(Lk)=k. 
Such a (Birkhofi-Grothendieck) decomposition is not unique, but the associuted 
Harder-Narasimhan jiltration is uniquely dejined for any given E: 
and it is stable under holomorphic endomorphisms ef E. Indeed, each H” is spanned pointwise 
by, the ,f&ily of meromorphic sections of E, of divisor order 2 n. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let fi S2+ U(N) be a non-constant harmonic map. Then there exists a 
harmonic mapf=f(p-p’), obtained by addition of a uniton p toJ such that: - 
(i) AE,=E(y)-E(f)< -871; 
(ii) 1f.f S2+GR(N), then_? S’+GR(N) as well. 
Moreover, it is possible to choose fin a canonical way so as to minimize AE,. 
Proof: 
(i) Let us consider A = l/2 j-l df= A,d=+A,d?. We must show that there exists a 
vector sub-bundle p G S2 x C”, A, - stable, ir + A,-holomorphic. and with positive first 
Chern class. _ 
As remarked in $4, A, does not define an endomorphism of the bundle S2 x CN, but for 
every sub-bundle p E S2 x CN, A,(p) is a well-defined sub-bundle of S2 x CN, not generally of 
constant dimension. But if the-sub-bundle p is a+ A,-holomorphic, then, because of 
equation (3). A,(p) is i! + A,-holomorphic and with fibres of constant dimension, except at 
isolated points. It may be proved (cf. [3], [9], [ 111) that, because of the holomorphicity 
condition expressed in (3), A,(p) can actually be completed into a proper 7r + A,-holomorphic 
sub-bundle of S2 x C”, with fibres of constant dimension. 
If we take as p a line bundle, spanned, except that at isolated points, by a meromorphic 
sections, then contracting A, d; with a meromorphic vector field I) #O and applying the result 
to s. we get a spanning meromorphic section for A,(p): and its divisor order, if A,(s)+ 0, is at 
least equal to the order of s, + 2, because u has divisor order at least 2 (cl( T(S’)) = + 2). We 
conclude that, if p is a line bundle and A,(p) $0, then we have _ - 
c,(A,(~))2c,(p)+2. _ _ 
We now consider ( H”jnsz, the Harder-Narasimhan filtration of S2 x CN, with respect to 
the complex structure induced by Z+ A,(cf. [3]). We have A,(H”) 5. Hn+2; in particular, each 
term H” is AZ-stable. 
Wc can now choose p = H’ as uniton; it has maximal positive first Chern class. _ 
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(ii) Iff* = 1, then differentiating, we get 
(where (X, Y> =XY+ YX is the anticommutator). 
It follows that [x ;? + A?] =O, so thatfdefines a hoiomorphic, unitary endomorphism of 
S* x CN; and it stabilizes the Harder-Narasimhan filtration. commuting with the associated 
projection operator p. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Proposition 6 also holds for maps& S* +SU(N), for N 2 3, but the choice of the 
uniton p is no more canonical. _ 
Sketch ofa proof: If$ S* +SU(N) andS=f(p - p’), then we have ftakes values in SU(N) iff 
rank p’ = N-rank p is even. 
So, it is sufficient to show the existence of a sub-bundle of S* x C’, &-stable, a + A,- 
holomorphic, of positive first Chern class, and of even rank, if N is even, or of odd rank, if N is 
odd. Excluding the case N = 2, where non-trivial unitons are associated to line bundles and 
have determinant - 1, and taking into account the fact that A;(H”)sH”+*, so that, in 
particular, the highest terms of the filtration lie in the kernel of AZ, it will be easy for the careful 
reader to construct by hands a bundle p with the desired properties, in a non-canonical - 
way. Q.E.D. 
The following is now obvious, by an induction argument, and some previous remarks. 
COROLLARY 7. (Uhlenbeck’s factorization theorem, revisited: cf. [9]). Let$ S*+ U(N) be 
a harmonic map. Then there exist canonical harmonic mapsf,,f,, . . . ,f$ S*+ U(N), withf, 
constant map, and fk =1; such that: 
(i) Vj, 1 lj< k: h=fj- l(pj-ppj) is obtained by addition of a uniton ej 
(ii) 0= E(f,)/87t I E(fi)/8n - 1 I E(f)/87r- k. (In particular, k I E(f)/8n.) 
The same statements hold for mapsf taking values in the complex Grassmannian GR (N) 
and in SU(N) (3 I N) (but in this last case rhe maps j; are not canonicall!l chosen). Q.E.D. 
We can reformulate part of this result. 
COROLLARY 7.’ Let fi S*+U(N) be a harmonic map. Then there exists a canonical 
factorization 
~=Q(P, -P:) . . . (ok-P:), k<E(f)/87c 
where QEU(N), and each pj is the hermitian projection onto a sub-bundle of S* x CN, 
holomorphic with respect to the complex structure, induced by the operator a+3pp, 
+ . . . +apj-]. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Unfortunately, our factorization is canonical but not unique, unlike the one 
found by Uhlenbeck; actually, we do not know if they coincide. 
As an easy consequence of the factorization theorem and of the energy formula given by 
Theorem 3, we can now get a new result: for harmonic maps S*-+ U(N), the energy gives a 
natural “topological charge”: 
COROLLARY 8. The energy of harmonic maps S* -U(N) can take as values only integral 
multiples of 8x. Q.E.D. 
TOP 27:2-B 
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Note: This last statement may also be obtained as an immediate consequence of a “Lax 
pair” construction ([13]; cf. also [9]) associating to each harmonic mapffrom the Riemann 
sphere into a real, compact, simple Lie group G, a (holomorphic) map F into a “loop group” 
RG. The topological degree of such an F is a well-defined integer (x~(RG) z n,(G) z Z) which 
can be easily computed in cohomology because the integral generator of H2(RG, R) is a well 
known 2-form on RG (cf. Cl]); such a degree is, up to multiplication by a constant, the energy 
of the original map .f: 
Details of this computation, of unclear paternity, will soon appear (cf. also [4]). 
Remark. Corollary 8 is definitely false for harmonic maps defined on a generic Riemann 
surface M2. As a simple counter-example, let us consider any homomorphism.f T2+ U(N) 
(where T 2 = C/Z + iZ is a flat torus). Then the associated l-form A = 1/2f- ’ dfis constant (so 
f is harmonic) and the energy is an integral multiple of x2. 
At the same time, there appears to be no general procedure for describing all harmonic 
maps from a generic Riemann surface into U(N) or into the complex Grassmannian GR(N) 
(cf. also [14]). 
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